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18. What if unrelated matters are revealed as a result
of the investigation?

Hong Kong
Author: Wynne Mok , Jason Cheng , Audrey Li

If unrelated matters are revealed during the investigation, the employer should consider whether an
investigation is needed. If yes, the employer should decide whether it is appropriate to incorporate the new
matters into the scope of the existing investigation by expanding the terms of reference. However, it may
not be appropriate to do so if different individuals are concerned or such inclusion would unduly complicate
or delay the progress of the existing investigation. If that is the case, the employer should commence a
separate investigation.
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Switzerland
Author: Laura Widmer , Sandra Schaffner

There are no regulations in this regard in the Swiss employment law framework. However, in criminal
proceedings, the rules regarding accidental findings apply (eg, article 243, Swiss Criminal Procedure Code
for searches and examinations or article 278, Swiss Criminal Procedure Code for surveillance of post and
telecommunications). In principle, accidental findings are usable, with the caveat of general prohibitions on
the use of evidence.
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If an unrelated matter is revealed during the investigation, an independent assessment needs to be made
as to whether this new matter requires to be included in the same internal investigation, or a separate/new
one should be commenced.  
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